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PREFACE
The 27th meeting of the Austronesian Formal Linguistics Association (AFLA) was organized by
the National University of Singapore and held online on August 20–22, 2020. We are proud to have
had this opportunity to host the first AFLA meeting from Nusantara, the archipelago of the Malay
world, as well as the first virtual AFLA, necessitated by the Covid 19 pandemic.
The AFLA 27 program included 22 regular talks— chosen from 40 abstracts received— as
well as invited talks by Lauren Clemens, Kilu von Prince, Alexander D. Smith, Apay Ai-Yu Tang,
and Coppe van Urk. True to previous AFLAs, talks spanned the Austronesian world and included
many works by junior scholars as well as some native speaker linguists. Over 100 participants from
around the world logged on to participate in the stimulating sessions in real time, with others also
later engaging with the recorded talks posted to YouTube.1
We thank the following scholars for sharing their time and expertise to serve as abstract



































AFLA 27 was made possible through an Academic Research Fund grant from the Singapore
Ministry of Education, WBS R-103-000-177-115, which is gratefully acknowledged. We would
also like to thank our student assistants who helped the conference sessions run smoothly: Cara
Leong, JJ Lim, Joey Lim, Meghan Lim, andWenkai Tay. Cara Leong deserves special mention here
for preparing the videos for uploading to YouTube in record time, which allowed other participants
in other time zones to also actively engage with new work in near real time. We also thank Cindy
Lim for her outstanding administrative support.
We are pleased to present 10 papers from the AFLA 27 meeting in this proceedings volume.
For editorial assistance in preparing these papers for publication, we thank student assistants Beth
Chan, Keng Ji Chow, and Benjamin Pong. We also thank Ileana Paul for hosting the proceedings
at the University of Western Ontario, as well as advice and support at all stages of our conference
organization. In addition, a special issue of Journal of East Asian Linguistics is currently in
preparation, including other papers derived of work presented at AFLA 27; we thank Andrew
Simpson for approaching us about this opportunity.
Michael Yoshitaka Erlewine
National University of Singapore
February 2021
For the organizing team: Kenyon Branan, Henrison Hsieh*, Keely New*, Zheng Shen
* proceedings editors
1We have chosen to keep videos of talks from the conference available online. A link to our YouTube page can be
found on the conference website: https://lingconf.com/afla27/ .
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